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Chance and Coincidence in Titian's Diana and Actaeon*
Marie Tanner

I Titian, Diana and Actaeon. Edinburgh, National Gallery of Scotland (on loan from the Duke of Sutherland Collection)

*This paper is dedicated to the late Erwin Panofsky, for whom the studyberg was a helpful critic for early aspects of this work. Craig Hugh
was begun in October of 1967. At that time, Professor Panofsky's chiefSmyth, Kathleen Weil-Garris Posner, Ludwig Heydenreich, Victoria
interest in assigning Titian's painting was the peculiarity of the archi-Goldberg and Leatrice Mendlesohn read and offered comments on portectural setting, and the question of the rationale for Diana's extremetions of my manuscript. John Rupert Martin, John Charles Nelson and
cruelty. Unfortunately, I did not realize the connection with Fortune'sDavid Rosand were especially helpful with editing of the text. Mr.
dwelling until after Professor Panofsky's death. However, I had found Hugh Brigstocke, Assistant Keeper of the National Gallery of Scotland,
the first references to Fortune, and I had begun to explore the question obtained permission for me to see the painting when the Gallery was
of the Negress as the dark side of Diana, points that gained his enthus-otherwise closed for a state visit.

iastic approval. This paper stumbles through many areas that could This paper on Diana and Actaeon forms part of a larger study on
have been clarified by his insights and knowledge.
Titian's Mythologies for Philip II now in progress.
I am grateful for the aid I received in preparing this paper. Leo Stein-
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2 Baldassare Peruzzi, Diana and Actaeon. Rome, Villa Farnesina (photo: Alinari)

3 Diana and Actaeon, woodcut illustration
from Ovid's Metamorphoses, Venice, 1553

In 1556, Titian began a picture of Diana and Actaeon for
Philip II, which he completed over a period of three years
(now in Edinburgh, the National Gallery of Scotland, on
loan from the Duke of Sutherland Collection; Fig. I).1 The
painter had a large stock of material from which to draw,
for the theme had been treated extensively in the philosophy, literature, and art of the Renaissance, but Titian's
formal innovations radically change the standard iconography of the myth. This paper will attempt to show that

will further suggest that Titian utilized the theme of Actaeon's contemplation of the goddess to express a new interpretation of Nature as the mediatrix between divine wisdom

and human understanding.
The Visual Tradition

Ovid's account of the subject, which has generally be
assumed to be the source for Titian's painting, reads
follows :3

Titian used the encounter between Diana and Actaeon to

explore the relationship of fate and fortune in regard to There was a vale in that region ... called Gargaphie ...
free will, a primary question for the sixteenth century.2 It haunt of high-girt Diana. In its most secret nook there
1 F. Valcanover, Tutta la Pittura di Tiziano, Milan, i960, 43. J. A. Crowe
and G. B. Cavalcaselle, The Life and Times of Titian, London, 1881, 11,
512, include Titian's letter dated June 19, 1559, to Philip II, in which he
says he has completed "un Diane al fonte sopragiunte da Atheone, e un
Calista pregna di Giove spogliata al fonte per comandamento di Diane
dalle sue ninfe." Titian's Diana and Actaeon is treated monographically
by E. K. Waterhouse, Titian's Diana and Actaeon (Charlton Lecture on Art),
Oxford, 1952, and Lars Skarsgaird, Diana and Actaeon: A Study in Artistic
Innovation, G6teborg, 1968. The connections of Diana and Actaeon with
the Diana and Callisto are beyond the scope of the present paper; certain
relationships, however, are apparent. Both themes are involved with
concealment - one divine, one mortal; and both protagonists are subject to love and as a result become victims of Fortune. I treat the Callisto
painting separately in my forthcoming study.

2 "Zuerst fuir die Menschen der Renaissance - die schwere Frage aufspringen: Wie steht diese Fortune die auch fatum ist, zu dem freien
Willen der Menschen ?" Paul Joachimsen discusses the problem in "Aus
der Entwicklung der italienischen Humanismus," Historische Zeitschrift,

III, 25, 1920, i89ff. For a discussion of the problem of Fortuna, see A.

Doren, "Fortuna im Mittelalter und in der Renaissance," Bibliothek Warburg, Vortriige, ii, Bk. I, 1922-23, 71-144; and H. R. Patch, The Goddess

Fortuna in Medieval Literature, Cambridge, Harvard University Press,
1927. The topic is also dealt with by Mario Santoro, Fortuna, Ragione e
Prudenza nella civilthi letteraria del cinquecento, Naples, 1967. None of these

studies deals adequately with the mid-16th-century approach, but they
provide illuminating background for earlier periods.
3 Erwin Panofsky, Problems in Titian, Mostly Iconographic, New York,
1969, 157.
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was a well shaded grotto, wrought by no artist's hand.
But Nature by her own cunning had imitated art, for
she had shaped a native arch of the living rock and soft
tufa. Here the goddess was wont to bathe ... And while

Tatiana is bathing... Cadmus' grandson comes wandering with unsure footsteps . . . and enters Diana's

grove, for so fate would have it. Red as the clouds which

flush beneath the sun's rays were the cheeks of Diana as
she stood there in view without her robes. Then [she] ...
cast back her gaze; took up the water and flung it into
the young man's face. And as she poured the avenging
drops upon his hair, she spoke these words foreboding
his coming doom. Now you are free to tell how you saw
me all unrobed - if you can tell. But on the head which
she had sprinkled she caused to grow the horns of a long-

lived stag. He flees . . . [his hounds] throng him and
mangle their master under the deceiving form of the deer.4

In depicting this story, sixteenth-century illustrations
before Titian (Figs. 2, 3) typically conflate Ovid's unfolding

narrative into one scene;5 Diana modestly conceals her
nudity and simultaneously performs another gesture which
singles her out from the other nymphs - she sprinkles her
victim with drops of water. Actaeon, following the Ovidian
text, is partially metamorphosed into an antlered stag as the

water touches him. The scene is usually placed in a wooded
setting devoid of any architecture except the occasional
fountain.

4 Detail of Figure I

Turning to Titian's painting, we find the traditional
formulae are missing. He places the scene in an elaborate the arches and fountain, Diana's nymphs cluster in the
architectural complex. Unique among the sixteenth-cen- middle ground. One nymph, drawing back the curtain to
tury illustrators, he omits Diana's baptismal action and the
reveal Actaeon's presence, averts her eyes and beckons to
consequent metamorphosis of Actaeon. Indeed, Titian has Diana.5a Her face and that of several other nymphs are
widened the space between Diana and Actaeon, denying turned away and cast in shadow,6 engaging neither Acthe proximity required for the act of sprinkling. Gesture no taeon's nor the viewer's attention. Only two groups conlonger relates Diana to Actaeon; her only gesture, that of front the hero with a direct gaze, and these illumined faces
veiling herself, serves further to remove her from the pos- lead our eyes to the tivo aspects of the picture that are
sibility of physical interaction. The distance between the crucial to the narrative: the glances of the nymph who
two protagonists is bridged only by the interlocking glances shrinks towards the pillar and the nymph who emerges
of the various actors. Within the periphery bracketed by the
from behind it bring our attention to the skull of a stag
main figures, the tragedy of Actaeon is told. In a unique which forctells Actaeon's fate. And Diana and her black
architectural setting characterized by the diverse styles of attendant, through their gazes, ensnare him in this destiny.
4 Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. F. J. Miller, London and Cambridge,
... dentro il fonte s'immerge, e fa de l'acqua, poco fide custodi/ un
traslucido velo al seno ignudo/ qual de la dea pudica/ corre a la guardia,
Mass., Loeb Classical Library, 1936, III, 155f.
indidile tesse intorno/ con le braccia intrecciate alcun riparo (11. 4965 This tradition has a basis in antiquity. For example, in the Casa
501)
Sallustio, Pompeii. See Christopher Dawson, Romano-Campanian Mythological Landscape Painting (Tale Classical Studies, ix), New Haven, Frettolosa
1944, e confusa/ allor come pu6 meglio/ il cinto virginal s'annoda
al seno/ e parte ricoverta/ dal biondo crin desciolto, e parte chiusa/
14o.
nel bianco lin raccolto/ le vergognose mamme si nasconde. (11. 515sa Giambattista Marino, the late x6th-century poet, most familiar521)
for
his long poem, L'Adone, treated a number of other myths in the shorter
(Giovanni Battista Marino, Atteone in Idilii Favolosi, intro. and note by

format of his collection Idilii Favolosi. In his description of the setting for

Gustavo Balsamo-Crivelli, Turin, 1928)
Atteone, Marino departs from literary descriptions and seems directly
Marino's dependence on painting is evidenced in his Galleria poems, and

inspired by the draped and tent-like enclosure peculiar to Titian's
in his own statement to Morazzone, "Insegni a la mia penna il tuo
pennello" (L'Adone, xvmI, 99). His specific relationship to Titian is
Era tra' verdi rami/ in guisa pur di padiglione o tenda/ spiegata
manifest, for example, in his account of Europa, which Marino critics

visualization of the scene:

intorno e tesa/ di sciamito vermiglio ampia cortina/ tal ch'a spiar perhave observed is a faithful verbal reproduction of Titian's painting (see
entro/ a pena aver potea passeggio l'aura ... Anzi per pascer meglio,
James V. Mirollo, Giovanni Battista Marino, The Poet of the Marvelous,
vagheggiator ingordo, de l'occhio insaziabile la fame, infra le fronde
New York, 1963, 57). Marino's connections with other of Titian's
e'l drappo/ fattomi piui dapresso/ ... mi misi ... (11. 393-400)
Mythologies for Philip II will be referred to in my forthcoming study.

In Marino's subsequent description of the architecture within, the

6 Panofsky, Problems, 155, notes that the middle ground is "darkened
essential idea of the opposition of elements may reflect further dependin toto, except for the nymph behind the rusticated pillar as though a
ence on Titian.
His description of Diana shows additional correspondences:

shadow had fallen over them ... "
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In this new portrayal the metamorphosis of Actaeon is l'Anguillara's Metamorfosi d'Ovidio of 1554, the blame is
placed directly on Fortune. "Da lui Diana offesa un di si
scene of Diana chasing a stag. He gestures with one hand tenne, Ma non l'offese e tu Fortuna il sai; E sebben quel

merely alluded to in the stag's skull, and in the background

towards the cause, with the other towards the effect of his

meschin Diana incolpa. Tu sai pur che fu tua tutta la

intrusion. He recoils, not from the traditional splash of colpa."9 Lodovico Dolce too suggests the role of fate in
water, but from the recognition of his own death mask Actaeon's demise, in his Trasformationi published in 1558.10
projected above in the skull.
Though the literary tradition continues to blame ForDiana's portrayal is totally new. No longer distinguished tune, her role is virtually ignored in the visual arts before
from the nymphs by her sprinkling gesture, the goddess is

Titian. What seems to be the only visual reference to

identified rather by the attribute of the crescent diadem, Fortune's presence appears in a fifteenth-century desco
and more strikingly, by her dramatic opposition to Actaeon. (Fig. 5): the upper portion represents Actaeon's encounter
The drama of this interaction is heightened by Diana's
with the bathers; his destruction is depicted below. The
gesture of concealment, which provides a formal echo and central figure of the lower portion extends her arms in a
an iconographical contrast to the simultaneous revelation balancing gesture that steadies her mobile stance. The pose
of Actaeon behind the drawn curtain. She uses her garment

of this figure is strikingly close to Giotto's Inconstancy in the

to cover her identity, aided by the Negress who helps to

Arena Chapel, Padua (Fig. 6).11 Through the architectural
setting and through his vision of Diana, Titian pointedly

lift the veil (Fig. 4). The proximity of the Negress to Diana,
the common effort of their upraised arms, the designation
of the Negress by the crescent-shaped neckline of her robe

refers to the role of Fortune.11a

and our knowledge through X-rays of Titian's deliberate The Architectural Setting
change at a late stage in the work to a specifically black Titian's setting differs from all previous illustrations of the
figure raise the question of her identity. In the following Actaeon myth which illustrate the valley or the cave of
pages, we will direct our attention to this question.
Ovid's account.12 In Titian's painting, Actaeon approaches
We have seen that Titian's interpretation is novel, and the nymphs but is separated from them by a stream. He
that the changes cannot be explained on the basis of the finds a setting that is striking in the ambiguity of its archiexisting artistic tradition. A look at the literary sources will

tectural styles - a classical font, set on a slant and appearing

suggest that Titian's interest extended beyond the simple to sink down, is placed beneath the golden canopy of a
narrative of the story and that his inclusions deepen the superstructure that is itself a "curious combination of
tragic significance of the myth.

rusticated pier with a dilapidated Gothic vault ..."13 The

slope of the fountain suggests a hilly incline, and a mountain
The Role of Fortune
setting is further suggested by the background terrain. The
All accounts of Actaeon preserve the idea of a fated destiny.
combination of architectural styles and the tilted basin have
Ovid's story depends on a tradition according to posed
which
problems of interpretation. But the mountain setting,

Actaeon perishes despite his innocence, and he places
the barrier, and the ambiguous architecture collecthe water
blame for Actaeon's intrusion on Fortune: "But if you
seek allude to the dwelling place of Fortune.
tively
the truth, you will find the cause of this in Fortune's The
fault
earliest account of the house of Fortune was given in
and not in any crime of his."7 Recalling the myth
intwelfth
the century by Alanus de Insulis in The Anticlaudian :14
the

Tristia, Ovid declared that he himself resembled Actaeon,
for without evil intent he saw what was forbidden and in-

Suspended upon a steep incline of the bank [of a sepcurred a cruel punishment.8 This concept of Fortune's arating river] and threatening ruin, the house of Fortune
role is retained in the variations on the Metamorphoses slopes downhill ... One part of the house swells up onto
written by Titian's contemporaries. In Giovanni del- the mountain, the other part subsides into the depth of

7 Ovid, Metamorphoses iii. I40f.

dedicated to Philip II, notes that the emblem is not for Carlos alone

but
8 "Why did I see anything ? Why did I make my eyes guilty ? Why was
I "per tutto il suo parentato" (Ieronimo Ruscelli, Le Imprese Illustri,

Venice, 1566, 93).
so thoughtless as to harbor the knowledge of a fault? Unwitting was
Actaeon when he beheld Diana unclothed; none the less he became the
12 Panofsky, Problems, 157: "In essence, however, Titian's beautiful and
prey of his own hound. Clearly among the gods, even ill fortune must sinister
be
composition is not significantly indebted to any previous illusatoned for, nor is mischance an excuse when a deity is wronged." Ovid,
tration of the Actaeon myth and it differs from all of them. .. not only
Tristia/Ex Ponto, trans. A. L. Wheeler, Cambridge, Mass. and London,
by such personal touches as the red curtain and the negro girl somewhat
incongruously attending Diana, but also by the unexpected presence of an
Loeb Classical Library, 1959, II, o3f. See also Wilmon Brewer, Ovid's
architectural setting: a curious combination of rusticated pier with a
Metamorphoses in European Culture, Boston, 1933, 120o.

dilapidated Gothic vault, the only Gothic vault in Titian's oeuvre."
9 Giovanni Andrea dell' Anguillara, Le Metamorfosi d'Ovidio, Paris, 1554,
Professor Panofsky relates this Gothic vault to the "artless cave" of Ovid.

Bk. iii, st. 46.

10 Ludovico Dolce, Le Trasformationi, Venice, 1558, 66.

13 Ibid. Serlio calls the rusticated style "parte opera di natura, e parte
opera di artefice" (cited in Panofsky, Problems, 158). The inclusion of this

11 Inconstancy is the chief characteristic of Fortuna, already appliedambiguous
to
style accords well with the character of Fortune's dwelling.
Tyche-Fortuna by the 7th century B.C. See F. Allegre, Etude sur la
Rodolfo Palluchini, Tiziano, Florence, 1969, 1, 161, notes that "I1 Cavaldtese grecque Tyche, Paris, 1889, 43. Giotto's figure rides the sphere,
caselle [1878] era contrariato dal fatto che Tiziano non avesse inscenato
unstable support of the goddess, and has the veil, her other chief attribute
l'episodio in un bosco di cipressi e di pini, contraddicendo cosi Ovidio.
(see Fig. 12).
Tiziano evidentemente l'ha inscenato secondo il proprio gusto ... "

11a We may even speculate on Philip II's interest in such an allusion.
14 Alanus de Insulis, The Anticlaudian, Bk. 8, chap. I, trans. W. Hafner
The emblem of his son, Don Carlos, depicts Fortune with the Sphere
Cornog, in Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1935.
and Sail. Ruscelli, who illustrates the figure in his book of emblems
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5 Florentine School, Diana and Actaeon

6 Giotto, Inconstancy. Padua, Arena Chapel (photo: Alinari)

the valley; one part of the house gleams; . . . the other The other part has hand-thick walls of mud
part lies sunk down in its base material; this part is magnificent in its towering summit, that part falls to pieces
in its cleft. Here is Fortune's own mansion if ever yet the
unstable abides, the wandering comes to rest, the mobile
stays fixed. Its entire cessation from falling, the constancy
of its motion, now tumbles, now stands its position, now
sinks down and misfortune ascends; in its mode and plan

And roof of straw. If one part proudly rears
Its height in beauty marvelous and fine.
The other grovels, feeble and debased.
With perforations making in its walls
Five hundred thousand crevices and gaps
In this place 'tis that Fortune makes her home

Unstable, changeable, and vagabond.15
lacks reason. Fortune is inconstant . .. cloud bringing in
her brilliance . . . blind in seeing, firm in falling. Her The mountain setting, according to Alanus de Insulis,
form seduces the beholder by its two-faced aspect. Her
signifies the difficulty of reaching Fortune's gifts and the
gait, uneven, varying, retrograde, goes back as it ap-perishable foundation on which they rest. Titian's contemproaches. She spins a rapidly turning wheel, thereforeporary, Ariosto, gives the mountain a most interesting
interpretation when he specifically calls it the "wheel of
when often the exertion tires her right hand, the left

hand succeeds it and succours its fatigued sister.

Fortune" which men climb to "attain the moon."16

Direct correspondences between the textual descriptions
of Fortune's dwelling and Titian's painting can be found in
The description of Alanus is further elaborated in the
Romance of the Rose:
the "gold and silver walls that shine" contrasted to the
"hand-thick walls of mud" and in the arch that "swells up
The home of Fortune on a hill is set
onto the mountain," while the fountain "subsides into the
depth of the valley." But more important, Titian has capNot on a level but on dangerous slope
And it seems everjust about to fall

In crumbling ruin down ...
One half the hall stands high; the other, low.
It seems to dangle, slipping from its base.
Man never saw a more ambiguous house.
One part has gold and silver walls that shine ...

tured the essence of Fortune's dwelling in the most prominent aspects of his setting: the juxtaposition of architectural
styles, the contrast of soaring arches and sinking fountain,
the defiance of logic in the spanning and asymmetry of the

arches, the generally ambiguous nature of the whole complex, and the mountainous setting.

15 Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun, The Romance of the Rose, trans.
senza, or piena or scema/ girar il cielo al corso naturale; e credendo
poter de la suprema parte del monte giungervi, e vederla come si
Harry W. Robbins, New York, 1962, I, 11. 592 I1-6020.

accresca e come in se si prema ... Questo monte e la ruota di Fortuna."
16s Ludovico Ariosto, "Satire III" in Opere, ed. Ugo Mursia, Milan,

1964, 214ff: " .. . piu volte osservando la inequale luna, or con corna or
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7 Titian, Sacred and Profane Love. Rome, Villa Borghese (photo: Alinari)

bleau. It was for Titian to depict the dark side of Diana
Diana/Fortuna
Negress.
Titian's implication that Fortune is involved here
goes
The specific
beyond the setting that suggests her dwelling place.
He depiction of a light and dark Diana is
naturally suggested
by Diana's association with the light
expands the role of Diana to include the dispensation
of
and dark
sides of the moon. Leone Ebreo, a contemporary
Fate.17 And for this he utilizes the Negress. His
Diana,
of Titian's,
identified by the crescent crown, uses her garment
to con-writes that the goddess Diana is also named

Luna,
illuminates the night.21 He refers to the "two
ceal not her nudity but her identity, which is bound
upwho
with
of the moon,"22 which "receives the sun's light on
the Negress who helps to raise the veil.18 Thefaces
crescenthalf of its globe, while the other half, being the reverse
shaped neckline of the attendant's robe explicitly one
identifies

side of
globe that does not see the sun, remains in
her with Diana and suggests the two-fold nature
ofthe
the
darkness."23 A tradition of representing Diana as a Negress
existed
in antiquity (Fig. 8), and this tradition was known
The duality of the light and dark aspects of the
goddess
to the Renaissance. During Titian's frequent trips to
here juxtaposed suggests the nature of divine attraction.
Mantua24
he would unquestionably have seen Giovanni
In contrasting the two Venuses in his Sacred and
Profane
Maria Falconetto's
black Diana in the Palazzo d'Arco,
Love (Fig. 7) Titian exhibited an early interest in duality.
In
the case of Diana, he is concerned with the reconciliation
of
Mantua (Fig. 9), painted ca. 1520.25 Falconetto depicts
spying and metamorphosis of Actaeon in the upper
contradictions,20 demonstrating the unity of the the
goddess's
register of the enframed scene that decorates Diana's torso.
actions despite the diversity of their aspects.
Diana, in her light and dark aspects, absorbs the
Il Rosso Fiorentino had presumably considered Titian's
the dual
nature of Diana in his Diane Lunaire et Infernale at
identity
Fontaineof Fortune, who is also both light and dark. For-

goddess - at once dark and light.19

17 References to Fortune's control of Fate are given on page 541 of this 19 The multiple aspects of Diana/Luna/Hecate are well established. Her
dual and triple traditions have a basis in antiquity. Lilio Gregorio
paper. In her function as controller of Fate, Fortune has dominion over
death. At an early period Death, and Fortune are found cooperating withGiraldi, De Deis Gentium Libri Sive Syntagma, Lugdini, 1555, 357ff,
little distinction between their work (Patch, Goddess, I 17). Sometimes acollects the ancient sources of this tradition for the i 6th century.
trio is formed in the persons of Love, Death, and Fortune (ibid., I I8). Perez de Moya, in his Filosofia Secreta dedicated to Juan Bautista, a
This idea is carried into the visual arts where the wheel of Fortune is

noted intellectual and architect to Philip II, records Diana's duality:

interpreted as the wheel of life and ends in the grave (Karl Weinhold,
"Diana se dice de Duana, que quiere d6cir dos ... " (ed. Eduardo Gomez
"Glucksrad und Lebensrad," Berlin, Akademie der Wissenschaften. Philode Baquero, Madrid, I928, II, 23).
sophische Abhandlungen, 1893, No. I, 21 ff).

20 In Dell'Amore Celeste e Divino by Girolamo Benivieni (1453-I542), we
Titian's painting takes into consideration the rediscovered Poetics
of the distinction between the two Venuses and the two loves. But
still find
Aristotle (two translations of the Poetics appeared in Italy in 1549 and
a
for Leone
Ebreo, reality is the unity of these contradictions, and Titian's
third in I551). According to Aristotle, the end of tragedy reconciles
workus
considers this reconciliation. "Plato makes Pausanius, in the
to our universal fate. The means of producing tragedy is to produce
a
Symposium, say that love is twin because in reality there are two loves as
change in the fortune of a man whose misfortune is not broughtthere
about
are two Venuses ... but we follow the opinion which holds twin
by vice but by some error or frailty (xiii). An essential point of Aristotle's
love to be ... virtuous love. Thus love is twin in having as its object both
plot form is a reversal or recognition, and a change from ignorance
bodyto
and spirit" (Leone Ebreo, The Philosophy of Love, trans. F. Friedeknowledge (xi). Titian incorporates these points within the Aristotelian
berg-Seeley and Jean H. Barnes, London, 1937, 342).
unities of time, place, and action. This unity manifests itself in Titian's

selection of the pregnant moment before the metamorphosis.

21 Leone Ebreo, Philosophy, I6o.

22 Ibid., 39418 It has been determined from X-rays that Titian painted the Negress
Ibid., 218.
over a fair-skinned nymph, slightly altering the position of the23head.

The X-ray film shows how thoroughly he scraped down the head before
24 Panofsky, Problems, 7.
proceeding to paint the Negress over it. This may be an indication of a
25 Hermann Thiersch, Artemis Ephesia, Berlin, 1935, i, 99. Falconetto's
change in Titian's conception of the painting. The X-rays are discussed
version is here singled out for its accessibility, but there are a number of
in S. Kennedy North, "The Bridgewater Titians II," Burlington Magazine, LXII,Jan., I933, 15, Ipl. 4

both antique and Renaissance examples, reproduced in Thiersch, that

Titian could also have known.
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tune is sometimes depicted as a Negress (Fig. Io), and more
frequently in a dual guise as half white and half black
(Fig. 11). The literature supports these representations.
Boiardo (Orlando innamorato I. xvi. I) writes that Fortune

"quando piu" par bianca, divien bruna." In Federigo

Frezzi's fifteenth-century dialogue, Fortune admits "Ch'io
mostro faccia chiara e quando bruna."26 Her dark side is
referred to in Boccaccio's description of her "faccia persa
e bruna" (Amorosa visione 36. I. 55f). In documenting the

stag's skull. The vase (Fig. i3), the book, and the mirror
placed on the fountain are attributes of Fate and Fortune.35

Sodoma's painting of the Three Fates (Rome, Galleria
Nazionale; Fig. I5) may have fired Titian's imagination.
There a Negress is surrounded by images of creation and
destruction: the swans of Venus precede her; the fertile
rabbit and the skeleton and sickle all rest against her. But
unlike Sodoma, Titian has not represented the abstract
forces of love and death alone. In his deviations from tradi-

antique sources of Fortune Lilio Gregorio Giraldi, the

tional Actaeon iconography, Titian stresses the active role

most scholarly of the sixteenth-century mythographers,
records this tradition: "Fuere & qui eandem duplici facie
formavere, nigra altera, altera alba, bonum malamque
significantes."27 The tradition is similarly recorded in the

of the individual in determining the outcome of his fate.

circle of Philip II.28 The change in color indicates the quick
change of Fortune's temperament.

There is a basis for equating Diana with Fortuna, for in
antiquity their cults were often united. In the Orphic Hymns,

Fortune is given Diana's name: "Tyche, I call you Mistress
Artemis."29 Her nature, her caprices and her inconstancy
equate her with the moon, Diana's realm and chief attribute.30 She is sung of in the medieval Carmina Burana, "O
Fortuna, velut Luna, statu variabilis, semper crescis aut
descrescis."31 The wheel that represents Fortune's inconstancy is equated with the moon. The sail, which becomes
the chief attribute of Fortune in the Renaissance (Fig. I2),
is an attribute of Diana.32 Cartari, summarizing the mythological tradition for the sixteenth century, places Luna and

Fortuna "together, as though they were the same goddess,
on whom is dependent birth and death."'33

The Text of Nonnus' Dionysiaca
While Ovid's text alone would suffice to account for Titian's

assimilation of Fortune's dwelling place and the association
of Diana with Fortuna, it does not account for the other
innovations in Titian's composition: the replacement of
Diana's sprinkling gesture with the act of veiling and the
dropping of her head, and the presentation of Actaeon in an

unmetamorphosed state.
In Nonnus' account of Diana and Actaeon we find the

text that corresponds to these changes:

For as he sat up in a tall oak tree . .. gazing greedily o

the goddess that none may see, he surveyed inch by inch

the holy body of the unwedded virgin close at hand.
naiad nymph espied him from afar . .. telling her quee
the wild daring of a lovesick man . . . Artemis half r
vealed caught up her dress and encircling shawl, and

covered her modest breasts with the maiden zone in

Fortune rules Fate. Petrarch expresses this clearly:

shame and sank with gliding limbs into the water unti

"Ceca rotat fortuna fidem, regit omnia fatum." The Fates
are specifically labelled Fortune's ministers in Jean Cousin's Book of Fortune (Fig. 14) and this is supported by the

little by little all her form was hidden ... Actaeon, heavy-

account of Pausanius, recorded in Cartari.34 In her function
as controller of Fate, Fortune has dominion over death.

for his fate ... 36

The association of Diana/Fortuna is implicit in the

fated: The angry Archeress in resentment maddened
[Actaeon's dogs] with a nod.., and [Actaeon] groaned

dramatic structure of Titian's painting: Actaeon, in coming

In Nonnus' account, Diana takes no direct action on
Actaeon. Actaeon is unaware of what caused his change.

upon the goddess, encounters his fate, indicated by the

He is aware only that "Darkness pervaded the air and

26 Federigo Frezzi, II Quadriregio, ed. Enrico Filippini, Bari, 1914, Bk.

dere della buona Fortuna, sotto il nome della quale intese Macrobio la
Luna mostrata per Iside, perche questo pu6 assai ni i corpi di quagiji,
27 Giraldi, De Deis Gentium, 457. Vincenzo Cartari, Imagini de I Dei de gli li quali sono soggetti a varii casi di Fortuna, e vannosi mutando del
continuo. Mettendo dunque la Luna e la Fortuna insieme, come che
antichi, Lyons, 1581, 384, gives a similar account.
siano una medesima Dea, dalla quale venga il nascimento, e la morte
28 "y para adorarlas a ambas juntamente hacian una estatua con dos
delle cose ... ."
caras, la una blanca que detonaba la buena, y la otra negro que detonaba
34 Ibid. His source is Pausanius (Description of Greece, trans. W. H. S.
la mala," Perez de Moya, Filosofia, 89.
Jones, Cambridge and London, Loeb Classical Library, I966, Bk. vii,
29 Orpheus Hymni, ed. Wilhelm Quandt, Berolini, 1955, Hymn 72, 50-51, xxvi, 6-9): "Now I am in general agreement with Pindar's ode and
I. 4. Tyche is interchangeable with Fortune.
especially with his making Fortune one of the Fates and more powerful
30 The inconstancy of Diana is attested in Spencer's description of the than her sisters."
goddess: "Besides her face and countenance every day / We changed see,
35 The vase, the attribute of Nemesis or Fortune (Pausanius, Description,
and sundry forms partake / Now horned, now round, now bright, now
I, 33, 3), takes on the sense of distribution of Justice (Guy de Tervarent,
brown and grey. So that as changefull as the Moone men used to say"
Attributs et symboles dans l'art profane 1450-z6oo, Geneva, I958, 394-95).
(Fairie Queene, vii, 7, 50). Samuel C. Chew (The Pilgrimage of Life, New
Jacopo Ligozzi illustrates the vase in his painting of Fortune (Fig.I4).
Haven and London, I962, 39-40) notes that the association of Fortune
Perhaps the vase in the middle of Titian's fountain suggests this signifiand the moon can be found, for example, in Boccaccio, in The Roman de
cance. The book and the mirror may also be connected with this meaning.
la Rose, and in Ripa.
The book is an attribute of Fate (Nonnus, Dionysiaca, xII, 29-113) or of
11, chap. 13,1. 63.

31 Carmina Burana, ed. Schmeller, Stuttgart, 1847, i, I.

Justice (Tervarent, 25I), and the mirror is an attribute of Fortune

32 Albricus Philosophus, De Deorum Imaginibus Libellus, i. 7, (in Hans (Tervarent, 274).
Liebeschiitz, Fulgentius Metaforalis [Studien der Bibliothek Warburg], 36 Nonnus, Dionysiaca, v, 1. 287ff. A manuscript of Nonnus' text was
Berlin, 1926, I i9): "Diana, que et Luna, Proserpina, Echates nuncu- brought to Italy from Constantinople by Francesco Filefo in 1427; see
patur ... Navicula etiam post cervos cum homine navigante in mari et R. Sabbadini, Le Scoperte dei Codici Latini e Greci ne Secoli XIV e XV,
velificante erat figurata."
Florence, 1905, 48. A copy of Nonnus was owned by Hurtado de Men33 Cartari, Imagini, 407: "E potiamo dire, ch'egli perci6 volesse inten- doza, Spanish ambassador to Venice.
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9 Giovanni Maria Falconetto, Diana ofEphesus.
8 Diana ofEphesus. Naples, National
Mantua, Palazzo d'Arco (photo: G.F.N.)
Museum (photo: Anderson)
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his destiny
is underscored by the absence of any specific
covered [his] eyes"37 before he found himself in the
shape
action
perpetrated
on him by the goddess.
of the stag. While Nonnus retains from Ovid the idea of
In
retaining
the
stress on Fortune's intervention but
Actaeon's fated destiny, he breaks with Ovid's concept of
adding
the
dimension
of Actaeon's motivating love speciActaeon's innocent intrusion.38 He proposes instead that
fied
in
Nonnus,45
Titian
has provided for the role of human
Actaeon willfully sought out the goddess, urged to espy her
will
in
determining
Fate.
This idea is expressed in the
by his love.39 Actaeon's ghost confesses this love to his
father: "I should never have desired the Archeress of the
contemporary literature by Titian's friend Bembo: "For
though believing he was in love while he met his lady only
wilds, I should never have seen the Olympian shape. If
in imagination he has become a solitary stag whom, like
only I had loved a mortal girl. But I left earthborn women
Actaeon, his hounded thoughts have pitifully torn: he
and quick fated wedlock to others, and I desired an immorseeks to nourish rather than escape them, desiring to bring
tal: the goddess was angry and I became a dinner for my
his life to an untimely end, and not aware, apparently how
dogs ... [I was] hunted by a manslayer . . . by Archeress."40
much better it is to be alive on any terms than dead . ..
Titian's awareness of Nonnus' text41 is suggested bywretched Perottino . . . since you yourself go in pursuit of

your own misfortune."46
several details: (I) Nonnus alone tells us of Diana's veiling
action, her only gesture in Titian's painting. (2) NonnusThus the more complex issue involved in Titian's turning
to Nonnus' text is a philosophical one. Actaeon is at the
imputes no action to Diana that causes the metamorbathing
scene because his love has driven him to seek out
phosis; telling us only that she maddened his dogs with
a
the goddess. He now becomes a true protagonist in the
nod - the lowering of Diana's head in Titian's painting
of his destiny. Fortune's dominance is not caused,
may be read as the pictorial equivalent of a nod. (3)drama
In
as in Ovid, by external necessity but is the result of deNonnus, Actaeon's change is heralded only by a general
human action. Titian found in antiquity a literary
"darkness pervading the air."42 The middle groundliberate
of
that served to express the developing sixteenthTitian's painting is "darkened in toto . . . as thoughsource
a
view of Fate's relationship to free will. No longer is
shadow had fallen."43 (4) Nonnus tells us that Actaeoncentury
is
Actaeon completely helpless at the hands of omnipotent and
hunted by the Archeress, and this corresponds to Titian's
irrational gods. A measure of responsibility in the determibackground scene of the goddess pursuing the stag; Ovid
nation of destiny has been restored to him. The uniquely
has Diana take no part in the actual hunt of Actaeon, which
human connotation of this privilege is stated in Titian's
is accomplished by the dogs alone. (5) Only Nonnus discusses the remains of the dead Actaeon which are of "an
representation of an unmetamorphosed Actaeon. But the
elevation of man's nature above the beasts, who are devoid
alien shape," for which the hero begs a monument;"44 this
of will, has simultaneously reflected well on the nature of
detail may be the source of Titian's inspiration for the stag's
skull crowning the rustic pier.

divinity. Diana is no longer an arbitrary goddess. She func-

tions in reaction to deliberate choice. Thus her workings
If we accept Titian's dependence on Nonnus, we must
consider the implications of that dependence. Nonnus take
pro- on the aspect of incomprehensible but nonetheless
rational
justice.47
poses that Actaeon through his love actively pursues his
The notion of Fortune as the dispenser of a just Fate
encounter with his fortune. This change constitutes a fundahearkens back to the idea that Fortune is the emanation of
mental difference in the approach to fate. In Ovid's account

Providence. This concept of Fortune's role is rooted in
Actaeon is a helpless tool of destiny. In Nonnus, Actaeon,
Dante, who first makes her an agent of God, calling her
still subject as a mortal man to the workings of Fortune,
blessed.48 Mid-sixteenth-century accounts published in
engenders his fate by a willful act. His role in engineering

37 Ibid., v, 1. 49If.

sentations of Diana and Actaeon. On a sarcophagus in the Louvre,

which includes aspects drawn from the account of Nonnus (Fig. 16), the
38 Luigi Castiglioni, "Studi Alessandrini II: Atteone e Artemis," Studii
figure of Diana is taken from the type of the kneeling Aphrodite of
critici offerti a Carlo Pascal, Catania, 1913, 67-70.

Daidalos, see Karl Robert, Die antiken Sarkophag-Reliefs, Berlin, 1897, III,

39 Ibid., 63; 77.

Pt. 3, I. Dawson, Romano-Campanian, 40, refers to a similar adaptation in
painting. In the union of the content of Artemis with the form of her
opposite and enemy, Venus (set in eternal enmity with Diana in Eurip41 Titian's use of the Nonnian text may have been known to a subseides' Hippolytus), the Diana of the myth of Actaeon bears the weight of
quent generation of artists. A painting of Diana and Actaeon after Rubens
these conflicting attitudes. In the figural tradition of Actaeon, the naked

40 Nonnus, Dionysiaca, v, 1. 433f; 1. 466f.

attributed to Hendrik van Balen (Christie's Sale, Jan. 27, 1956), conand modest Diana entices while she is repelling. In Giordano Bruno's
spicuously depends on Titian's painting for the figure and actions of
De Gli Eroici Furori (see text, page 549) the lover in the final stage of his
Diana and her attendants and for the draped architectural backdrop.
progress
recognizes his goddess no longer as Venus but as Diana.
Prominent in this work is the fateful tree that Actaeon climbs to spy
on
46 Pietro
Bembo, Gli Asolani, trans. R. B. Gottfried, Bloomington, Ind.,
the goddess (designated in Nonnus, Dionysiaca, v, 1. 502f by the case
of
arrows), which Titian only suggests by the foliage behind Actaeon. 1954, Io09
Instances of Marino's dependence on Titian are suggested in footnote
47 Pindar seems to have conceived of Fortune thus, and she takes on the

5a. In the use of texts, Marino similarly relies on both Nonnus
and
character
of action conceived by the Supreme God and adds to this
Ovid. (Specific parallels with the ancient texts are drawn by Gustavo
action an element of liberty (see Allegre, Tyche, Io). Fortune is associaBalsamo-Crivelli in his introduction and notes to G. B. Marino, Idilii
ted with Nemesis in the interpretation contributed by the Orphics of
Favolosi, Turin, 1928, 38ff).
Nemesis as a good and just god (Allegre, 154). Nemesis is given as the
daughter of Justice (Giraldi, De Deis Gentium, 463-65), and Cartari
42 Nonnus, Dionysiaca, v, 1. 491-492.
identifies Fortune with Nemesis and relates both to Justice (see Chew,
43 Panofsky, Problems, 155.

44 Nonnus, Dionysiaca, v, 1. 525f.

Pilgrimage, 59-)

48 Dante, Inferno, vII. 11. 93-96: "Ma ella s'e beata e ci6 non ode: Con
45 The implication that Diana is a love goddess occurs in ancient reprel'altre prime creature lieta/Volve sua spera, e beata si gode."
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x6 Diana and Actaeon, Roman
sarcophagus. Paris, Louvre (photo:
Alinari)

Venice attest the renewed validity of Dante's concept. We
find this view in Garimberto's Della Fortuna of 1554: "si
potrebbe dire ... quanto gli effetti della fortuna ... sono
guidato ... col mezzo della volontai di Dio."49 DuChoul's

account of Roman religion, published in i555, adds the

authority of antiquity to support this association: "Fortune

n'est autre chose che la seule Providence de Dieu, par
lesquelles nous regevons le bien et le mal selon nos merites."5o We find a visualization of this idea in a design by
Hans Burgkmair, in which Fortune sits upon a throne suspended by cords from Heaven, suggesting her dependence
upon God (Fig. I7). In a device for Philip II's son Carlos,
Fortune is similarly explained as depending on the will of
God.50a If we accept the recent argument that Titian's

Sapienza (Marciana Library, Venice), following Dante,
deals with the idea of Providence conceding a provisory
domain to Fortune,51 we can assume Titian's direct awareness of this concept at the very time he was beginning to
paint the Diana and Actaeon.52

Indeed Titian's contemporaries display an obsession
with the notion of Fortune's omnipotence. Trissino, a
friend of Titian's, summarizes the concept of Fortune's
inevitable control over men's actions: "Ma chi puo contrastare a la Fortuna" (Italia liberata dai Goti, I, 8, 316).
The humanists of the fifteenth century had attempted to

deny Fortune's dominance. The culmination of this attitude is exemplified in Machiavelli's statement that the
goddess is a strumpet who can be beaten and overcome by
the exercise of human virtue.53 In responding to harsh
49 Girolamo Garimberto, Della Fortuna, Venice, I 554, 9.

50 "Fortune n'est autre chose che la seule Providence de Dieu, par
lesquelles nous re;evons le bien et le mal selon nos merites," Guillaume
Duchoul, Discours, 202.
50a Ruscelli, Imprese, 95.

51 Nicola Ivanoff, "Il ciclo dei filosofi della Libreria Marciana a
Venezia," Emporium, CXL, 1964, 207f.

17 Hans Burgkmair, Fortune at Her Wheel, woodcut illustration
from Petrarch's De Remediis Utriusque Fortunae, Augsburg, 1532

Rotunda" and Wisdom sits opposed to her on the "Sedes Virtutus
Quadrata" holding the "Speculum Sapientiae." In Titian, the dark

unknowable side of Diana can signify Wisdom, the light side intelligible

Nature. The dark aspect of Wisdom is suggested in the Renaissance
concept of the black face of Melancholy. This concept is expressed in

Milton (Il Penseroso, 11. 1- 15, cited in Erwin Panofsky, The Life and Art

of Albrecht Diirer, Princeton, 1955, 163): " . . . divinest Melancholy/

whose saintly visage is too bright/ To hit the sense of human sight/ And
therefore to our weaker view/ Overlaid with black staid wisdom's hue."
52 It appears that in her function as an emanation of Providence ForContrasting with the earlier tradition of the opposition of Fortune
tune occupies the seat of Wisdom. In a hymn to Tyche, sometimes attri-

buted to Aeschylus, she is addressed, "O Tyche, commencement et finand Wisdom, the two natures of the goddess act in concert in Titian's
de tout pour les hommes, tu es assise sur le trone de la sagesse... " (citedpainting, suggesting their interpenetrability. They evoke the visual
in Allegre, Tychk, 43). Titian may suggest a circular seat, the unstabletradition of Fortune at Her Wheel (Fig. I7) and the lines of Alain de Lille:
throne, (see Fig. i) for Diana, while the Negress perches on a more stable "She spins a rapid turning wheel, therefore when often the exertion tires
seat and rests her hand or turns Diana's more circular support. Larsher right hand, the left hand succeeds it and succours its fatigued sister."
Skarsgaird notes that even in the June version of the picture "the recoil- 53 Niccol6 Machiavelli, II Principe, chap. xxv: "Perche la fortuna e

ing movement of Diana's body was arrested by the interposition of thedonna, ed e necessario volendola tener sotto, batterla ed urtarla, e si
girl who at that moment supported the tumbling goddess" (Diana andvede che la si lascia pifi vincere da questi, che da quelli che freddamente

Actaeon, 55). A visual tradition exists for the contrast between the thronesprocedono. E per6 sempre, come donna, e amica de' giovani, perche
of Fortune and Wisdom. In Hans Burgkmair's illustration to Petrarch'ssono meno rispettivi, piui feroci, e con pid audacia la comandono."
De Remediis Utriusque Fortunae, 1532, Fortune sits on the "Sedes Fortunae
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reality the mid-sixteenth century could no longer maintain

this humanistic idea, and was forced to recognize Fortune's dominance.54 Her power was made acceptable by a
revival of the medieval concept of her divine emanation.

the myth. The Ovide moralisg comments that Actaeon, a
hunter, can also represent Christ crucified; Diana is then
the Trinity that the Son of God saw revealed.57 In the more

jugation to the workings of Fate. In selecting Nonnus' text,

secular context of a Tarocchi deck, Boiardo designates
Actaeon to signify "Desio" because he desired to see divine
things.58 This notion was known in the circle of Philip II.
Perez de Moya interpreting Actaeon writes: "En otro modo
se puede entender [Actaeon como] los que se dan con toda

Titian may well have played a role in the development of

diligencia a considerar las misteriosa order de los cielos y el

The fatalistic import of this admission was only relieved in

the gradual development of the approach that declares the
assertive role of the human will in determining man's sub-

this modern notion of Fate, a notion that contrasting with

variar de la Luna figurada por Diana."58b In the love

Ovid's fatalistic point of view strikes a balance between free

treatises of Bembo and later in Giordano Bruno, Actaeon

will and Fate. The balance that we find in Titian's con-

represents the soul, motivated by love, in pursuit of divine

frontation of the wills of the beholder and the beheld is not

contemplation.59 This concept of Actaeon is taken up by

explicitly stated in literature before the end of the sixteenth Titian. The theme of divine contemplation is not new for
century; there we find it in the writings of Giordano Bruno. our artist. He deals with it in the Venus and Musician series.
Some inklings of the notion, however, appeared already in The solution in the Diana and Actaeon suggests, however, not

Fregoso. He takes the conventional view of the uncontrol- the meditative contemplation of the earlier pictures, but
lable presence of the accidental, the irrational, and the un-

rather the interaction of the wills of the beholder and the

predictable in the human realm, but he anticipates Bruno beheld. Although Actaeon seeks the divine vision, he is
in the modern interpretation of Fate, which gives to man doomed in the mortal sphere to approximate knowledge.

full responsibility for his destiny.55 Bruno, enlarging on this Boiardo comments upon this limitation: "Desio accese

premise, emphasizes that Fortune's domination is not Atteon de una persona Celeste, si che in cervo fu converso.
caused by external necessity but is the result of individual Per6 il desio tropp' alto alcun non pona."60 The ultimate
limitation of the intellect in comprehending the divine is an
action. According to Bruno, everything on earth is endowed with an immanent urge or impulse in conformity with established theological premise. Divine beauty cannot be
experienced in its true essence, hence the appropriateness of
its own inward nature, an inherent necessity which impels
it to mold its own development and destiny: "the infinite Titian's veiling gesture for Diana.61 The divine image is
universe and all its parts move in conformity to their removed from Actaeon's sight and he understands the consequences of his quest. Though the power of love can attract
own nature, which is the creation of the omnipotent
First Cause, and thus are reconciled both Free Will and the seeker to the divine vision, he cannot fully achieve it. The
Fate."56
limitation imposed by man's human nature is externalized
and made tangible in the figure of Fortune. In Titian's
Diana
and Actaeon, Fortune, that divine emanation who rules
Divine Contemplation
the
sub-lunar
sphere, is presented as the cause suspending
By invoking Nonnus' text, Titian implies that love is the
the
advance
of
Actaeon towards his desired object. This
inherent cause of Actaeon's pursuit of the divine vision. The
concept
of
the
function
of Fortune, founded in Aristotle,
concept of Actaeon's desire underlies the use of the myth as
was
expressed
by
Bembo:
"The loss of the things we love is
an allegory of divine contemplation; such allegorization
caused
not
by
the
love
which
makes us desire them, but
has its roots in the fourteenth-century Christianization of

54 Santoro, Fortuna, Ragione, 315, notes that the consciousness of the58a Perez de Moya, Filosofia 256.
illimitable power of Fortune over human events was greatly heightened
59 These treatises are based on Marsilio Ficino's Commentary on Plato's
by the historical events of 1494-1534 and that the period appeared parSymposium. According to Ficino's doctrine, love is the motivating force
ticularly marked by atrocious accidents and the dominion of Fortuneof the universe. Mortal beauty is treated as the initial object of love - it
seemed especially strong and dramatic. The pervasiveness of the late
attracts us because it reflects God's perfection, and it serves as a primary
16th century belief in the power of the goddess is demonstrated in the step towards divine contemplation (Ficino, Commentary on Plato's SymMutabilitie Cantos to Spenser's Fairie Queene.
posium, trans. S. R.Jane, Columbia, Mo., 1944, 182ff).
55 Antonio Phileremo Fregoso, Dialogo di Fortuna, Venice, 153 1.
60 Boiardo, Opere, 713.
56 Giordano Bruno, On the Infinite Universe and Worlds, trans. Dorothy61 The veiling is associated with the moon. In Dante, Paradiso, xvr, 82-

Waley Singer, New York, 1950, 105. On page 78 of the introduction, 83: "E come il volger della luna copre ed iscopre liti senza posa, cosi fa

Singer notes that Bruno may have derived inspiration for his doctrine ofdi Fiorenza la Fortuna." Nicholas Cusanus (The Vision of God, trans.
inherent necessity from the Liber de Sapiente of Carolus Bovillus. SpenserEmma Gurney Salter, 1928, 6o) expounds the appropriateness of the

suggests this philosophy when he has Nature interpret change as ful-veiling of the divine: "O face exceedingly comely, whose beauty all

fillment: "I well consider all that ye have sayd,/ And find that all thingsthings to whom it is granted suffice not to admire: In all faces is seen the
stedfastness doe hate/ And changed be: yet being rightly wayd/ TheyFace of faces, veiled, and in a riddle, howbeit unveiled it is not seen, until
are not changed from their first estate; But by their change their beingabove all faces a man enter into a certain secret and mystic silence where
doe dilate:/ And turning to themselves at length againe,/ Doe worke there is no knowledge or concept of a face. This mist, cloud, darkness or
their owne perfection so by fate: Then over them Change doth not rule ignorance into which he that seeketh Thy face entereth when he goeth
and raigne; But they raigne over Change, and doe their states main- beyond all knowledge or concept, is the state below which Thy face
taine" (Fairie Queene, Bk. vii, canto vII, st. LVIII).
cannot be found except veiled; but that very darkness revealeth Thy
57 "Ovide moralise," pub. C. de Boer, Verhandelingen der Koninklijkeface to be there, beyond all veils ... Wherefore, the denser [the seeker]
Akad, van Wettenschappen te Amsterdam, Nieuwe Reeks, xv, 1915, 131-252. knoweth the mist to be, by so much the more truly doth he attain in the
mist unto the light invisible."
58s Tutte le opere del Bojardo, a cura di Angelandrea Zottoli, Milan, 1937, II,

Third Trump, "Desio."
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x8 Titian, Venus and Musician. Berlin,

Gemrildegalerie

by the ill fortune which plunders us of them."62 But the
tragiccontradictories. He who is worshipped as Light
reconcile
dilemma introduced in Titian's painting is Actaeon's underInaccessible is not light that is material, the opposite of

standing that the inspiration for his love and the impediment
which is darkness, but light absolutely simple and infinite
to his goal proceed from a single source.63 This awareness
in which darkness is infinite light.65

raises the question of a dichotomy in the divine nature.
Fregoso had admitted the inability of the intellect toAlthough
comNicholas' theological works were published and
prehend this duality in the divinity.64 But a way had
been by the beginning of the sixteenth century, we
available
opened to accepting such a notion.
cannot be sure how accessible they may have been to

Titian's circle.66 We do know, however, that many similar

The Coincidence of Opposites
Nicholas Cusanus had proposed a theory of the coincidence
of opposites in the divine nature which reconciled the idea
of dichotomy in the Absolute:

notions appear in the writing of Leone Ebreo, where, made

palatable by the format of the love treatise, they received
wide dissemination.67 Leone proposes an idea of the divine
nature that is reminescent of Nicholas's Coincidence of

The absolute maximum is one and it is all; all things are

Opposites:68 "The first Idea is multifarious in such a w
that it remains indivisable, pure and absolutely simple

in it because it is maximum. Moreover, it is in all things

itself, and in perfect unity, containing the plurality of all t

since there is nothing that can be placed in opposition to

separated in place from another, nor diverse and opposed in

it. God who is the absolute maximum itself is light, and
God is light at its highest; therefore He is light at its
lowest. This is far and away beyond our understanding
which is fundamentally unable by any rational process to

intellect of the first Creator is pure unity and the diversit
is true identity."69
The consequences of this duality are considered by Leone.

for the reason that the minimum at once coincides with it.

parts of the created universe. Here one opposite is not

essence, but joined ... In this way, the multiplicity in t

62 Bembo, Gli L'Asolani, Io9. Aristotle calls chance an accidental
cause
stabile
seria .../In quanto error son quelli humani involti,/Che pens
suspending the advance of things toward their end, which is possa
God (see
mai dal sommo bene/Procedere un sol mal, non che pur molti
Allegre, Tyckh, I 13).

Fregoso, Dialogo di Fortuna, chap. ii, A4.

63 This interpolation accommodates Diana's role as the vehicle 65
through
Nicholas Cusanus, Of Learned Ignorance, trans. Germain Heron, Lo
which Fortune accomplishes her actions. Fortune is interchangeable
on 9. This work was first published in Opuscula Varia, perha
don, 1954,
many levels with Venus: they are both characterized by inconstancy
and(see Giordano Bruno, On the Infinite, 45).
ca. 1489
mutability. The conflation of the two deities is suggested in 66
a Paduan
After the Milan edition of I502, Cusanus' arguments were known
design of Venus standing on a globe (see Tervarent, Attributs, fig.
Io and
Italy,
and he is quoted, for example, in Francesco di Giorgio (see Edg
page 51, where he suggests that this indicates her Fortune-like
versaWind, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance, New York, 1958, 240). Ern
tility or dominion). R. Valeriano (Les Hieroglyphiques, Lyons, i615,
515) The Individual and the Cosmos in Renaissance Philosophy, tran
Cassirer,
records for the I6th century the Egyptian practice of venerating
MarioLove
Domandi, Oxford, 1958, 50-5 i, discusses the influence of Cusanu
and Fortune in the same temple and he states that the ball and
wheel
in Italy, and notes, for example, his influence on Leonardo.
were hieroglyphics of their volubility. Cesare Ripa describes Fortune as
In the space of twenty-odd years from the Roman edition of th
a woman with her right hand holding a cornucopia and her left 67
resting

Dialogi d'Amore of 1535, there appeared Venetian editions in I54
on the head of a cupid (Iconologia, Rome, 1593, 95). The connection
1545,
1549, 1552, 1558, 1565, 1572 and 1586 (G. Saitta, Nicolo Cusano
between the two goddesses is further indicated in Alanus de
Insulis'
L'unanesimo
Italiano, Bologna, 1957, 92, n. 3). John Charles Nelson (R
borrowing for the dwelling of Fortune from Claudian's dwelling
of

naissance
Venus in the De Nuptiis Philologie et Mercurii. In Brunetto Latini's
I4th- Theory of Love, New York and London, I958, Io2), noting th
this was
century Tesoretto, we see the realm of Love invested with something
of one of the most popular books of its age, suggests the extent
fame
the contrasts of the realm of Fortune: "Ma or parea ritondo/ its
Ora
aveain quotations from Benedetto Varchi and other contemporarie

quadratura/ Ora avea l'aria scura/ Ora e chiara e lucente" (Brunetto
68 Both Leone and Nicholas develop their idea from a basis in Ne

Latini, II Tesoretto e IlFavolello, Alpignano, 1967, I. 22-4-2207.)

Platonic thought.

64 "Ma non mi puo caper ne l'intelletto/ Che la Fortuna volontate
sia/Philosophy, 407.
69 Leone,
Del sommo Giove come alcuni han detto/ Dio dunque ingiusto, e in-
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The duality of good and evil remains, but evil is seen as
nothing more than a creation of good; reality is a unity of
contraries. If we cannot perceive this unity in its pure
state, how can we represent its existence? Leone's conclusion constitutes a challenge to the artist: " ... so that man
can rather understand it with his spiritual intellect than
express it in corporeal speech, for the material nature of
words prevents the accurate nature of this purity, far beyond
the skill of any human artist to portray."o70
In depicting Diana, Titian provides a manifestation of the

coincidence of opposites, separating the two aspects into
two figures because their coincidence is not accessible to
the human view. In the moment of Actaeon's perception of
the light and dark aspect of Diana, he recognizes the nature

of the divinity - to emanate beauty and simultaneously to
dispense death. In seeking the divine, Actaeon has come to
understand that entity, unknowable in itself, through

through him he draws man's spirit to Himself - another

wall of paradox behind which dwells His unsearchable
truth.71

Nicholas asserts that the world is only the explication in
limited form of that unity of all reality which is God.72 He

conceives God as the invisible who is visible by his works,
and comes to consider the world as a book, whose hidden
thought we can know from its visible character.73
The unfolding and affirmation of the new doctrine that

makes the divinity immanent in matter becomes a true
philosophy of nature in Leone Ebreo, who writes, "our
human intellect perceives the incorporeal in the corporeal,
and though it knows the first cause to be measureless and

Diana, who is Nature its mirror.

infinite, this knowledge is derived from the effect of this
cause, which is the corporeal universe ... thus the master is
known by His works, and not by direct perception of Himself or of the design of His work in His mind."74

The Role of Nature in Titian's Painting

Giordano Bruno follows Leone's theory that God is only
accessible through Nature75 - that what is not manifest in

An early statement interpreting Nature as the mirror of the

Nature is inaccessible and forbidden to the intellect and

divine is found in Nicholas Cusanus. In expounding the

can only be the object of love. He describes Nature as God
explicated and offered to the sensible experience.76 This

impenetrability of the Infinite, Nicholas allows the paradox
in Nature as the means by which we may know God.

spiritualization of Nature makes her the mediatrix through
which man can also come to know himself.77 In Bruno's De

Thus it follows that we cannot hope to apprehend the
invisible God, the Absolute Love, save in his self-revelation. So we are led from our contemplation of the gaze

Gli Eroici Furori, Diana represents the body of Nature which
mirrors the divine essence.

These ideas are implicit in Titian's painting. His use of
the black Diana, who symbolizes Natura, reinforces this
connection.78 In the Diana and Actaeon, Titian makes a
creatures; since His essence penetrates all things, and

of God ... to the revelation of God as immanent in his

70 Ibid., 408.

71 Nicholas, Vision, intro. xvi and 72: "Accordingly, when Thou, my
God, appearest unto me as matter that may be formed, in that Thou

receivest the form of whosoever looketh on Thee he who looketh on

The wise man is he who has passed through the contradictions that are
contained within man, recognized them and overcome them (chaps. 6
and 7). The Ego only finds itself by turning to the world and trying to
draw the world into itself completely. The text of Bovillus' work is

Thee does not give Thee form, but seeing himself in Thee . . appended
. Thou to Ernst Cassirer, Individuum und Kosmos in der Philosophie der
Renaissance (Studien der Bibliothek Warburg), Leipzig/Berlin, 1927, x.
being as it were a living mirror of eternity which is the Form of forms

While any looketh in this mirror, he seeth his own forms ... in that mirror
78 Diana of Ephesus, the black Diana, symbolizes Nature. From the
of eternity what he seeth is not a figure, but the truth, whereof the
be- edition of the Imagini of 1556, this goddess becomes the symbol of
Cartari

holder himselfis a figure."

72 Nicholas, Learned, intro. xxi.
73 From Nicolas, De Possest, cited in Saitta, Nicolo, 44*.

Natura and from here she enters the emblematic literature (see Leopold
Ettinger, "Diana von Ephesus," Reallexikon zur Deutschen Kunstgeschichte,

Stuttgart, 1954, Bk. Im, 1439). The discovery of the black Diana of

Ephesus (Fig. 8) in the I6th century encouraged the study of antique

74 Leone Ebreo, Philosophy, 323.

statues, coins and gems of the goddess. See Thiersch, Artemis, 17, regarding 59the discovery of the work, and 91, regarding the reflections of such
75 Paul Henri Michel, La Cosmologie de Giordano Bruno, Paris, 1962,

While the influence of Nicholas Cusanus on Giordano Bruno has been

antique studies in Raphael, Giulio Romano, Pirro Ligorio, etc. In the

Venetian sphere this interest is exhibited, for example, in Lorenzo
explored in considerable depth, the influence of Leone Ebreo on Bruno
Lotto's painting of the antiquarian Odoni of Venice (Hampton Court)
has not been adequately studied. It has been observed, for example, that
Leone's Dialoghi d'Amore is the closest stylistic precedent of Bruno'swho
De holds a figure of the goddess.
A connection between Nature and Diana of the myth of Actaeon is
gli Eroici Furori, and the procedure, the language and the doctrinal
suggested in Spenser's Fairie Queene. He gives Nature a pavillion which is
similarities are very numerous (Nelson, Renaissance Theory, 168). A few
borrowed directly from Ovid's description of Diana's secret grotto where
correspondences that are germane to this paper are pointed out in the
art imitates nature: "Not such as craftes-men by their idel skill/Are
footnotes, but the subject as a whole requires much additional investigawont for princes states to fashion: But th'Earth her self, of her owne
tion. Attention is here drawn to Leone because as the intermediary
Out of her fruitfull bosome made to growe" (vii, vii, st. viii). In
between Nicholas Cusanus and Giordano Bruno in the development motion,
of
the place which had previously been the scene of the Actaeon-like espysuch ideas as the spiritualization of Nature and the unity of contraries,
ing of Diana (vii, vi, st. xlii), Nature is characterized by her contradiche is the most likely to be responsible for the dissemination of these
tory attributes: "This great grandmother of all creatures bred, Great
concepts in i 6th-century Italy.
Nature, ever young yet full of eld, Still moving, yet unmoved from her
76 For a very brief analysis of the Renaissance transformation in the
stead, Unseene of any, yet of all beheld . .." (vII, vii, st. xiii). "For, with
conception of Nature, and Bruno's role in this transformation, see Ernst
a veile that wimpled everywhere, Her head and face was hid, that mote
Cassirer, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment, trans. Fritz C. A. Koelln and
to none appeare" (st. v). "That some doe say, was so by skill devized, To
James P. Pettegrove, Princeton, 1951, 43 .
hide the terror of her oncouth hew ... From mortall yees, that sould be
77 Ernst Cassirer notes that this idea in Bruno is anticipated in the Liber
sore agrized; For that her face did like a lion shew But others tell that it
so beautious was Ne could be seene, but like an image in a glass" (st. vi).
de Sapiente of Carolus Bovillus, where the meaning and aim of the mental
process of development consists in the "substance" becoming "subject."
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visual contribution to the developing ideas of Fate and
of
himself
had become the coveted prey of his own dogs, his
divinity, and he helps to formulate a new concept of
Nathoughts,
because having already tracked down the divinture. In discoursing upon the nature of the divine, he
has
ity
within himself, it was no longer necessary to hunt for it

elsewhere."82
He sees he is related to the divine essence
simultaneously divinized Nature. In contemplating
the
body of Nature, Titian's Actaeon sees mirrored thewhich
two-like himself contains a two-fold substance83 - the
fold substance of the divine essence, and he sees a reflection
transient and the permanent - both aspects of one eternal
being: "For the most brilliant and the most obscure, the
of that paradox in himself. The comprehension of divine
workings is revealed, however incompletely, only to
the
beginning
and the end, the greatest light and the most probold seeker who explores the recesses where Nature found
hides darkness, infinite potency and infinite act coincide
her secrets.78a
. .. s84 Bruno figures this dual substance in the symbol of
Diana: "Now in the final stage of his progress the lover
The Question of Titian's Influence
knows his goddess no longer as Venus, but as Diana, the
The dependence of painting on the inspiration of literature
Monad, the highest finite mode of the infinite being."85

is a generally accepted notion. There in the written word we

can find "documentary" proof of specific ideas that are
And now [Actaeon] sees everything as one, not any
reflected in painting. But the influence of painting on longer
litthrough distinctions ... and if he does not see it in
erature is more difficult to assess and has received less
its own essence and absolute light, he sees it in its gerattention. Yet we know of the dependence of literature mination,
upon
which is similar to it and is its image: for from
images in the sixteenth century. The hieroglyphic the
litermonad, the divinity, proceeds this monad, nature, the
ature which flourished in that era attests to this. In that
age
universe,
the world; where it is contemplated and gazed
of fascination with hermetic formulae, the compressed
upon as the sun is through the moon which is illuminated
form of truth available in the image provided the basis by
forit ... She is Diana, she who is the being and truth of
intelligible nature.86
emblematic explication. We know that Titian's paintings
exerted a profound effect on later visual representations. It
may be permissable to conjecture that Titian had Bruno
an imoutlines the progress of the lover:

portant impact on the literary tradition as well. Giordano
Thus it is necessary that the human soul have the inBruno consistently mtintained the notion that for human
knowledge ideas can be presented and embodied only
in
genuity
and instruments adopted to possess its own prey.
the form of images, and he used emblems as the point
ofthe soul will proceed to traverse the forest of
Then
departure for his dialogues.79 In his De Gli Eroici Furori,
natural phenomena where so many objects are hidden
under a shadow and cloak; for in a thick dense and
written a decade after Titian's death, we find an interpretation of Diana and Actaeon that parallels Titian in its deserted
main solitude the truth . . . veils and buries herself...
forms.
so that the multitude and variety of hunters . . . cannot
In Bruno's work, the lover has become aware of the true
discover them without great pain.87 Therefore the truth
nature of his lady. He begins to see the lady as an enigmatic
is sought as something inaccessible, an object. .. beyond

substance that contains irreconcilable contraries: the indi-

all comprehension. For that reason it is impossible for
vidual and the universal, the many and the one. He recoganyone to see the sun, the universal Apollo and absolute
nizes that the beauty that defies him has attributes oflight
a
as the supreme and most excellent species; but very
divine nature. Bruno defines the lover, in danger of bepossible to see its shadow, its Diana, the world, the unicoming totally absorbed by his ideal at the expense of his
verse, the nature which is in things . .. very few are those
corporeal half, in the person of Actaeon. Actaeon reprewho arrive at the font of Diana . . . very few are the
sents the intellect intent upon the capture of divine wisdom
Actaeons to whom destiny gives the power to contemand the comprehension of divine beauty.80 Actaeon says:
plate Diana naked, and the power to become so en-

"I stretch my thoughts to the sublime prey and these
amoured of the beautiful harmony of the body of nature..
springing back upon me bring me death by their cruel andFor the ultimate and last end of this chase is the capture
of a fugitive and wild prey, through which the hunter
hard gnawing."s81 The great hunter "perceived that he

78a Marino describing Diana's concealment refers to her desire to hidethe intellect above it, and the other towards the body below" (PhiloNature's secrets: "Qual per celar se stessa/e di natura i secreti tesori/ sophy, 394-95)- "The moon resembles the soul and is its true copy"
dentro il fonte s'immerge ... " (Marino, Atteone I, 494f.).
(ibid., 218).
79 See Cassirer, Individual, 74.

84 Bruno, Frenzies, 77. Excerpts from Leone Ebreo on the coincidence of
so Giordano Bruno, The Heroic Frenzies, trans. P. E. Memmo, Jr., Chapel opposites and unity in divine diversity are given in the text of this paper
on page 597f. and note 69.
Hill, N.C., 1964, 124-

sl Ibid., I23-

85 Bruno, Frenzies, intro. 41.

82 Ibid., 124.

86 Ibid., 226. Leone accords with this idea of Nature: "So that supreme
beauty, which in itself is absolutely pure, simple and perfect unity, is
produced in the universe in multiform unity of the single whole" (Philosophy, 412). For Leone's concept of the divinity as immanent in matter,

83 Leone Ebreo uses the cosmic dichotomy to explain the impulses of the
human soul. He notes that the soul is midway between the intellect and
the body: "I speak not only of the world soul, but also of ours, its simulacrum. Our soul has, therefore, two faces, like those of the moon turned
towards the sun and the earth respectively, the one being turned towards

see page 598 and note 74)87 Bruno, Frenzies, 223.
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slow rotation
he distributes in the immense creation all
becomes the hunted ... 88 The result is that the dogs,
as
thoughts bent upon divine things devour this Actaeon
that is hidden and all that remains seen.?
and make him dead to the vulgar, free him from the
Titian
fleshly prison . . . And now he sees everything as
one,has forged a conception in which many of Bruno's
conclusions
are already implicit within a visual framework.
not any longer through distinctions and numbers
... He
Actaeon,
sees ... the source of all numbers ... the monad, the
true in the confrontation of the wills of hunter and
hunted,
essence of the being of all things . . . because from
the is repelled by the same divine source that first

monad which is the divinity, proceeds this monad,excites
whichhis desire. In the single moment in which he glimp-

is nature, the universe, the world, where it is contemses the dual Diana, he is turned back upon himself. He
plated and gazed upon as the sun is through the realizes
moon...that he is related to the divine essence, which like
himself contains a two-fold substance, and his own death
She is Diana, which is intelligible nature.89
becomes the object of his search. Diana, as Nature, controls

the circular
structure of fate that Actaeon's discovery has
The last dialogue, which characterizes the means
by

set into motion. The rationale that governs Diana's actions
which the monad operates, is given the circular structure
evadesthe
Actaeon; he is permitted to know only the processes
appropriate to the wheel of Fate, and Bruno assigns
wheel to God:

through which she operates. The wisdom of these workings

defies him. Only in his projected death will he come to
understand fully the unification of irreconcilable contraries
Fate will show itself propitious in this way. For fate does
that he sees reflected in Nature.
not wish that good follow good, or pain be the presage
of pain; but making the wheel turn, it raises, then itTitian's selection from the available sources for his myth

hurls down, as in mutability, the day gives itself to night
provides an insight into the way in which literary material
could be creatively used by a consummate painter, the conwhen the great cloak of nocturnal torches obscures the
flaming chariot of the sun, so he who governs by eternal
tinuing power of whose paintings lies not incidentally in his

decree crushes the great and raises the humble . . . who
probing of philosophical questions central to the human
sustains his infinite schemes, and by a rapid, moderate or
condition in general.
[New York University, Institute of Fine Arts]

88 Ibid., 224-25.
89 Ibid., 226.

90 Ibid., 264-65. Leone's concept of the circularity of the divine mode of

operation bears a relationship to the idea Bruno develops: "Since the
beginning and end of the circle is the most high Creator - the first half

of the circle of being . . descends from the Creator through successive
degrees, from greater to less . . . At this point the circle begins to turn
through its second half, descending from lesser to greater .. reaches its
end in the divine origin, and the hierarchic circle of all being is made
perfect and whole" (Philosophy, 450-5 1).

